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SUMMARY OF PRESENT AND OHIGINAL PHYSICAL APPEARANCE_______________________________________

Located at 1214-1216 First Street, the three-story, asymmetrically-massed, stucco anc 
ca'st stone facade, Mediterranean Revival structure was designed by architect Dwight 
James Baum as the Sarasota Times Building. 1 Constructed with a hollow clay tile 
curtain wall and concrete floors, the building was a truncated wedge-shape in plan 
which reflected the lot configuration, with the narrow end facing First Street 
(formerly West 7th Street) and the broad edge abutting the property of the owner/editc 
of the paper, L. D. Reagin. The architect's rendering of the entrance o.r north 
elevation appeared in the contemporary press of 1926 and 1926. 3 The illustration 
depicted the three-story building with a tower located at the third floor with barrel- 
tiled hipped roof set on brackets. Behind the tower rose.a chimney which was topped

-by a barrel-tiled cap, creating the effect of a mini-mirador. The west elevation of 
the tower-projection was a buttressed "aisle" and the east flank of the tower was
.occupied by a balcony with wrought iron railing. The second floor was dividfed into 
six bays or casement windows with two balcony projections, one stone, one iron located 
at the .first and center bay. The design of the ground floor was diverse with a 
trabeated door with shed hood, a multi-light, panelled door with pedimented e.nfrarr.ement 
flanked by large windows set wi-th a segmental-arched opening and a round-arched, t 
leaf, panelled dppr with stylized "label enframement located at the first, second a 
third bays,- respectively.* Today the'northr-elevation id-topped by a false pedimented 
project-ion with a barrel-tiled coping. - JThe tympanum of the pediment is decorated with 
a cast stone shell plaque and a swagged cartouche beneath. The center bay of the 
second floor is pierced by a modified Serlian motif, surrounded by brick voussoirs; 
a balcony is located at the first bay of the second floor. The ground floor exists 
in a state similar to the architect's rendering with a trabeated entrance door 
approached by a small stoop at the first bay; the large segmental arched opening at 
the center bay with a multi-light and panelled wood door flanked by large single-pane 
windows with split, turned spindeled spandrels below; and the double door with a 
round-arched enframement at the third bay. The east and west elevations are rough 
cast stucco facades with several of the original metal casement windows extc nt at the 
two-story "aisle" located at the west elevation; the balance of the windows are 
replacement jalousies. The side flank rooflines vary from shed to half-hipped to a 
crenallated parapet at the southwest elevation. Garages are located at both east 
and west elevations. Formerly occupied by the offices, press and press rooms of the 
Sarasota Times newspaper, the building is currently occupied by several tenants, 
including the contemporary architect, Carl Abbott. 4

TEXT SUPPORTING SUMMARY OF PRESENT AND ORIGINAL PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The three-story, •asymmetrically-massed, stucco and cast stone facade, Mediterranean 
Revival structure located at 1214-1216 First Street, was designed by Dwight James 
Baum as the headquarters of the Sarasota Times. 5 The building was constructed witn
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a hollow tile curtain wall and concrete floors. 6 The architect's rendering of the 
proposed structure appeared in the contemporary press in 1925 and 1926. The 
rendering of the north or entrance elevation of the Times Building illustrated the 
three-story building as originally designed with a central barrel-tiled, hipped 
roof tower, with.a "mini-mirador" chimney located at the west elevation, and balcony 
recesses located at the east and west edges of the central tower.^ The west eleva 
tion of the central tower was buttressed, while the east elevation was crenallated. 
Three, two-leaved, ten-light casement windows pierced the tower facade and each 
window was topped by a splayed lintel executed in brick voussoirs. The second floor 
was divided into six bays, asymmetrically placed, with the center three bays 
offering a massive, cantilevered cast stone balcony projection, flanked by smaller 
casement openings. The center balcony was offset by an iron balcony located at 
the first or easternmost second story bay. The ground floor is almost a pattern 
book design, with three different door types, shapes and enframements offered on 
the same elevation. The first bay of the ground floor was marked by a trabeated, 
narrow, two-leaved, panelled door which-was approached by a small stoop set parallel 
to the facade plane. The first-bay door was protected by. a shed-hood set on 
brackets with cartouches located below the wood brackets. The center bay or main 
entrance was set within a large segmental arched opening. Multi-light transom 
windows' provided interior light and two fixed glass windows flanked the center 
entrance door which had a paneled bottom rail, multi-light upper two-over-three's 
and a pedim§nted enframement. The center' entrance bay was set on a high base. 
The third_bay was"a roundrarched double door topped by.a stylized label enframement 
with the words, "All the News That's Fit to Print," the*'motto, of the New York. Times 
newspaper placed on the drawing by the New York architect. Above the third bay 
was a quatrefoil opening.

As the building stands today, the main or north elevation has a center pedimented 
projection flanked by a truncated chimney shaft at the west and altered parapet 
at the east. The pedimented projection has a barrel-tiled coping and a cast stone 
shell motif occurs in the tympanum of the pediment. Beneath the shell plague is 
a cartouche draped with an ornamental swag. The center bay of the third floor is 
pierced by a modified Serlian motif window which is surrounded by distressed brick 
voussoirs. A narrow four-light window pierces the third bay buttress of the third 
floor. At the first bay of the second floor a casement opening openj on to an 
iron balcony. The second floor jalousied windows are obscured by vines. The 
ground-floor center-bay entrance is set on a high base approached by stairs. The 
small entrance door, with paneled bottom rail and multi-light upper section is 
flanked by fixed glass large window openings with a railing of split, turned 
spindels located at the spandrel of each large window. At the first bay of the 
ground floor appears a trabeated entrance door approached by a small stoop set at 
right angles to the facade. At the third bay entrance is provided by a round-arched, 
multi-light door.

The west elevation is flanked by a two-story "aisle" projection. The roofline of 
the west elevation is varied, alternating from shed-roof to half-hipped to a cren 
ellated parapet at the southwest. The two-story aisle is pierced by metal casement 
windows, while the third story of the main block is pierced by replacement jalousie 
windows. A one-story garage is located at the west elevation.
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The east elevation is a rough-textured stucco facade pierced by a variety of window 
openings which have been altered to receive jalousie windows. The roof line is a 
flat parapet projection and a truncated chimney shaft appears at the southeast 
corner of the building. Ground planting obscures the ground floor of the east 
elevation and a metal shed garage further blocks the ground floor elevation of the 
east facade. Two origin il copper downspouts and leaders exist at the east elevation

The south elevation is pierced by louvered and jalousie windows. A later metal fire 
escape is located at the center of the south elevation. The roof line is a flat 
parapeted profile, overgrown with vines.

In plan, the truncated, wedge-shaped building with narrow end facing First Street 
and broad end located at the south elevation reflects the lot configuration. 8 The 
broad south elevation abutted the property lines of the L. D. Reagin and F. A. 
-De Canizares residences. The construction materials listed on the Sanborn Insurance 
Map were indicated the use of fireproof* tile curtain walls and concrete slab 
flooring. The current owner has, however, indicated that the walls may also have 
been rubble-filled. 10 The northernmost interior of the building was divided into 
three floors of offices, while the rear press and printing rooms were located in a 
two-story space which occupied an area three-stories in height. 11 The Times Building . 
is currently occupied by an artist.1 s studio and-the significant contemporary \ 
architect, Carl Abbott. 12 ".. - " . ~ ..
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The three-story Mediterranean Revival Style structure located at 1214-1216 First Stree 
was designed in 1925 by the architect Dwight James Baum as the headquarters of the 
Sarasota Times newspaper. By November of 1925 the construction firm of Ricketts 
-and Haworth had started work on the foundations of the Sarasota Times Building, but 
ceased work due to the revision of the original plans for the building. ^ The Times 
Building was designed in the Mediterranean Revival Style which was in keeping with 
the other Baum-designed projects under construction or planned for the Broadway area 
including the Burns Realty Company (MRNS #32), the El Vernona Hotel (MRNS #33) and 
the El Vernona Apartment (MRNS #38). The Times Building also abutted the residence 
of the editor and owner of the paper, L. D. Reagin, whose house was located on North 
Palm Avenue (MRNS #20). The Sarasota Times newspaper, which was purchased by Mr. 
Reagin in March of 1924, was "a.significant communications force in the development 
of Sarasota, having been, founded in-1899.- Formerly.^ located at 241 Main Street, 1- 6 
the new site of the plant and offices was indicative of the shift in commercial 
development away from lower Main Street. The architect of record, Dwight James Baum, 
was responsible for many of the most significant buildings constructed in Sarasota in 
the 1920's, including the Ca da'Zan, the Sarasota County Courthouse (MRNS #10) and 
the four Mediterranean Revival Style buildings in the Broadway area. Having traveled 
in Southern California, Mr. Baum had studied the use of the Mission Style and the 
Spanish Colonial Revival Style in California. Many of the California elements Baum 
studied influenced his designs for Sarasota buildings. The design of the Times 
Building is one of Mr. Baum's most successful, the variety of architectural elements 
including the use of three different door types and enframements on the ground floor 
elevation of the Times Building is particularly effective on a relatively small- 
scaled building. Following the crash of the land prices and the onset of the 
Depression, the Sarasota Times newspaper went into receivership.^ The Times 
Building was subsequently used as the office of the "Tre-Ripe Citrus Products, Inc.," 
which was owned and operated by Mr. Owen Burns.^

TEXT SUPPORTING SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Located at 1214-1216 First Street, the three-story, Mediterranean Revival, rough 
cast stucco building was designed by architect Dwight James Baum in 1925 as the 
Sarasota Times Building.-'-9 By November of 1925 the construction firm of Ricketts 
and Haworth had started work on the foundation of the new building, but by the 
19th of November work was suspended due to a change in building plans. According 
to an article which appeared in the Sarasota Herald of November 1925 the structure 
.as originally planned was estimated to cost $50,000 and the original^plans (which 
were subsequently altered) called for the erection of a two-story structure which
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would accommodate the newspaper plant and business offices, "... with provisions 
made for further elevations of the building to seven stories." 21 It was the 
original intent that any of the additional space not ultimately used by the paper, 
would be rented as offices. 22 The contemporary press stated the architectural 
style of the Times Building would be "... in keeping with the Spanish and 
Italian type of building in that vicinity . . ."23 ^e selection of the Mediter 
ranean Revival Style was in keeping with the other buildings designed by architect 
Dwight James Baum for the Broadway area, including the Burns Realty Office (MRNS 
#32), the El Vernona Hotel (MRNS #33) and the El Vernona Apartments (MRNS #38). 24 
Although the foundations were begun, the original anticipated completion date of 
January, 1926 was not met because the Baum plans were revised. The Times Building, 
as constructed., was a three-story structure which was not listed as the .location 
of the Times headquarters until the 1927-1928 City Directory. 25

The site of the new Times Building, which moved from a location at Main Street and 
Lemon Avenue26 was indicative of' the development of the Broadway area in 1925-1926. 
The development of Broadway, which included offices, a hotel and an apartment, 

-. "was largely spearheaded by Owen Burns who owned the surrounding property and whose 
own offices were located on Broadway by 1925. 2 ? The editor of the Times newspaper, 
L. D. -Reagin, who purchased the site of his residence from Owen Burns in April of 
1925, selected a site for the newspaper plant which abutted his property at 
1213 North Palm Avenue. 28 ~~-~ -----

The Saraiota Times newspaper, which was founded in 1899 by C.V.S. Wilson, was 
purcha'sed by L. D. Reagin in March of"1924. 29 Formerly located at 241 Main Street, 
the newspaper was, as the advertisement which appeared in the 1926 City Directory 
stated, "... a potent factor in the development of the Sarasota Bay district." 3 
Many of the editorials which appeared, particularly in the 1920's, were largely in 
favor of bond issue referenda and development. L. D. Reagin'continued to operate 
and edit the newspaper until it went into "receivership on December 9, 1929.31 -

The architect of record, Dwight James Baum. (as previously stated) was responsible 
for the design of four buildings in the expanding Broadway (North Tamiami Trail) 
area. Mr. Baum studied architecture and graduated from Syracuse University in 1903 
and served as an apprentice architect in various New York City firms, opening his 
own architectural practice by 1914. 32 Baum was a remarkably eclectic designer 
who was versed in various revival modes including the Formal Georgian, Italian, 
English, Dutch Colonial and "the Miscellaneous." Having traveled extensively 
in Southern California, Baum was familiar with Mission and Spanish Colonial Revival 
architecture which influenced the designs that he executed in Florida. Baum was 
particularly interested in the building materials used by California architects, 
in particular heavy stucco walls, hand-hewn distressed and grained wood doors, 
wrought iron balconies and window grilles—buildings executed "... in pinkish 
stucco . . . black ironwork and red tile roofs," 34 elements present in his design 
for the Times Building. In addition to the Broadway development, Baum was 
responsible for the design of the Ca da'Zan (the first Baum commission in Sarasota) 
and the Sarasota County Court House (MRNS #10). By 1927 Mr. Baum had an office 
in the Burns Realty complex at Broadway and Seventh, diagonally across Broadway 
(North Tamiami Trail) .from the Times Building. 35 Following the collapse of the. 
building boom, Mr. Baum served as an architect/consultant for Good Housekeeping. 36 
Mr. Baum died in 1939. 37
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The design of the Times Building with the asymmetrically massed, picturesque 
roofline is one of the finest executed by Mr. Baum. Many of the elements present: 
the mini-mirador chimney, the hipped roof tower covered in patinated barrel tiling; 
the use of weathered brick which emerges from the stucco facade creating the 
impression that.time and the elements have exposed the brick areas, the use of 
wrought iron and cantilevered stone balconies; and the offering of three different 
types of doors and enframements on one elevation are elements which also occur 
in the El Vernona Hotel design. The variety and combination of architectural 
elements used on a relatively small structure is particularly effective.

Following the crash of land prices and the demise of the Sarasota Times newspaper 
in 1929, the- Times Building was used as the headquarters of the "Tre-*Ripe Citrus 
Products, Inc." 39 The Tre-Ripe Citrus Products Company was owned and operated by 
Mr. Owen Burns who had been the significant force in the development of many areas 
of Sarasota, including Broadway., Having secured the holdings of J. Hamilton 
Gillespie,, Mr. Burns originally owned -vast tracts of the City, including the site
of the Times 
owner.

Building. 40 The Times Building .property reverted to the original
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